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INTRODUCTION

The Trinity Parkway is a proposed limited-access toll facility in the City of Dallas.  Envisioned to serve as a critical traffi c reliever route around the west and south sides of Dallas’ Central Business District, the 
Parkway will be approximately nine miles in length, connecting the IH-35E/SH-183 interchange at the north end to the US-175/SH-310 interchange at the south end (see Project Location map). 

Sponsors of the Trinity Parkway project include the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA, lead agency), North Texas Tollway Authority (NTTA), Texas Department of Transportation (TxDOT), and the City of 
Dallas.   The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) serve as cooperating agencies for the project.  The NTTA proposes to design, construct, operate and 
maintain this facility, which has been designated as a toll road for funding purposes. Developing a highway as a toll road can save both time and money, by providing a needed funding mechanism and accelerating 
the project schedule by an estimated seven years.

The proposed project is consistent with the area’s fi nancially constrained long-range Mobility 2030 Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) and the amended 2006-2008 Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) 
as proposed by the North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG).  Both the MTP and the TIP were found to conform to the State Implementation Plan (SIP) on June 12, 2007. The proposed facility would 
consist of six mixed-fl ow tolled lanes, local street interchanges, and freeway-to-freeway interchanges at the northern terminus, southern terminus, Woodall Rodgers Freeway, and IH-45. The proposed project is 
needed to address current and projected congestion problems and transportation system demands and defi ciencies in the area. The primary purpose of the proposed Trinity Parkway is to reduce traffi c congestion 
on IH-35, IH-30, and other major transportation facilities within the Trinity Parkway study area in order to improve mobility and safety, and to increase accessibility to businesses and public facilities.  

The Trinity Parkway is proposed to be constructed in stages in some segments, with fewer lanes initially than the ultimate facility. Staging the construction is expected to allow NTTA to reduce initial cost of the 
roadway and better match the the scope of the facility to the traffi c demand expected in the early years of the operation. Additional capacity may be added as traffi c demand and conditions warrant, subject to funding 
availability and other agency considerations. 

The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Trinity Parkway is being prepared pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), and in compliance with the NEPA regulations issued by the Council 
on Environmental Quality (CEQ) and the FHWA. The NEPA Regulations are a mandate for Federal agencies to examine the potential environmental consequences of their proposals, consult with other agencies, 
document the analysis, and make the information available to the public prior to making a decision. An EIS presents detailed socioeconomic, environmental, and engineering information about a project so that 
general public and federal, state and local agencies can appropriately review and comment. 

A Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) for the proposed Trinity Parkway project was circulated in February 2005 by FHWA and published. FHWA’s decision to prepare a Supplemental Draft Environmental 
Impact Statement (SDEIS) for the Trinity Parkway was made late 2005 in consultation with the sponsoring agencies and the cooperating agencies. The SDEIS represents a collaborative effort with the USACE to 
develop NEPA documentation that would support the decisions that both FHWA and USACE would be required to make regarding the proposed project. Eight “build” alternatives and a “no-build” alternative are 
considered in the SDEIS. At this time, the agencies are tentatively scheduled to publish a Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the project at the end of 2009. Following the approval of the FEIS and 
publication of the notice of availability of the FEIS, a Record of Decision (ROD) would be signed. The ROD would describe the selected alternative, explain the reasons for the decision, and summarize any mitigation 
measures and monitoring that would be incorporated in the project. 

During the public comment period set to take place in April 2009, the regulatory agencies, the public, and other interested parties provided comments on the technical analyses presented in the SDEIS. All additional 
and relevant comments are evaluated and considered prior to recommending a preferred alternative in the FEIS.  

For the purposes of this manual, one of the eight “build” parkway alignment alternatives was used in developing design criteria for the proposed Trinity Parkway project. This criteria will be combined in manual form, 
and will serve to guide section engineers on the application of aesthetic treatments for the various parkway design elements during the production of construction plans, specifi cations and estimates.
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MANUAL DEVELOPMENT

The Trinity Parkway Design Criteria Manual (DCM) 
balances design recommendations of the NTTA 
Design Guidelines, the City of Dallas’ Trinity Parkway 
Landscape and Aesthetic Design Guidelines and the 
requirements of the Environmental Impact Statement 
(EIS), the history of which has been explained. 

The DCM provides a communication tool for corridor 
and design management. 

The DCM  provides an inventory of elements, 
communicates NTTA commitments and gives 
direction for fi nal design teams to make informed 
decisions regarding the design character of the 
Parkway. 

The DCM incorporates the three character zones - 
Meadows/Wetlands, Urban, and Forest - as oulined 
in the City of Dallas’ Guidelines, and further defi nes 
the two character zones located on the northern and 
southern ends of the proposed parkway. The DCM 
also describes Focus Areas and parkway cross-
sections, and informs fi nal design parameters for 
structures, design elements and landscaping. 
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The current NTTA System includes the Dallas North Tollway (DNT), the Sam Rayburn Tollway (SRT), the President George Bush Turnpike (PGBT), the Addison Airport Toll Tunnel (AATT), the Lewisville Lake Toll 
Bridge (LLTB), and the Mountain Creek Lake Toll Bridge (MCLB). NTTA continues to consider opportunities for system expansion. 

The proposed Trinity Parkway is a limited-access toll facility in the City of Dallas. It will connect Interstate Highway (IH) 35E to U.S. 175, providing a new, approximately nine-mile traffi c relief route around the 
west and south sides of Dallas’ central business district. The proposed alignment would travel southwest from the IH 35E / SH 183 interchange, then pass over Commonwealth Boulevard to reach the Dallas 
Floodway in the area west of Hampton/Inwood Road. The proposed alignment then turns south within the east Dallas Floodway on the east levee and follows the levee south of the Dallas Area Rapid Transit 
(DART) light rail bridge, crosses to the land side of the levee, turns east to pass over Lamar Street, and ending at the U.S. 175 / SH 310 interchange.
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Scale  1:1500

The proposed Trinity Parkway alignment places the Parkway on an earthen embankment within the levee, typically above the 100-year fl ood elevation. In order to pass under the existing bridges as proposed, 
portions of the Parkway will be required to dip below the 100-year fl ood level.  A separation wall, situated between the park and the Parkway, is required to protect the Parkway from fl ooding in these locations. In 
the case of a major rain event, pump stations will be incorporated in the design to remove water from the low-lying areas of the Parkway.
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Overview
Corridor Zone Identifi cation Map 

The proposed Parkway is divided into fi ve character zones: the North Trinity Gateway Zone, the Meadows and Wetlands Zone, the Urban Zone, the Forest Zone and the South Trinity Gateway Zone. Pedestrian 
connections to be constructed with the Trinity Parkway include: Ramps to the Houston Street Viaduct; a pedestrian bridge over the Parkway located south of IH 35E; and a proposed park access to be 
constructed under the Parkway in the Forest Zone, south of Riverfront Boulevard.
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Zone Map
Inventory & Analysis

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations

14-15
16-17
18-27

02  North Trinity Gateway Zone
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

The North Trinity Gateway Zone Map indicates the proposed Parkway alignment 
within the existing Right of Way (R.O.W.), the Parkway’s overall context relative 
to adjacent land uses, and connections to the existing and proposed roadway 
and pedestrian networks. The plan, elevation and section drawings depict a 
keyed inventory location of the overall design intent.
 
The plan drawings depict locations of various design elements, including: toll 
gantries, walls, barriers, sign structures and drainage features. The elevations 
and section drawings illustrate the vertical and horizontal relationships between 
bridges, mainlanes, and structural elements such as bridge columns, beams and 
girders, barriers, walls, and railings. 

Corridor Zone Key Map 

Scale  1:500Legend
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). North Trinity Gateway Zone

Zone Map
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

*Land use derived from the City of Dallas Trinity River Corridor Comprehensive Land Use Plan  (Adopted March 9, 2005)

Scale  1:800

NORTH

Legend
The Parkway in the North Trinity Gateway Zone is primarily “on 
structure”. This zone serves as the northern entrance into the Trinity 
Parkway. The driver’s experience will be on an elevated roadway, 
limiting many views from the Parkway to adjacent, at-grade land 
uses.  By contrast, the adjacent land uses will have signifi cant views 
of the elevated Parkway.  After crossing over the levee, southbound 
traffi c on the Parkway will experience long-distance views to the 
park, the Parkway, and Downtown Dallas. 
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). North Trinity Gateway Zone

Inventory & Analysis

2:  View from Irving Blvd. looking North toward Trinity Parkway 
(Light industrial land uses)

3:  View looking South on Irving Blvd. toward Trinity Parkway 
(Light industrial land uses)

4:  View from Town of Highland Park Landfi ll looking South toward
Trinity Parkway

6:  View from 1053+00 looking South toward Trinity Parkway-Hampton/
Inwood Bridge in distance

1:  View from Commonwealth and Irving Blvd. looking toward 
Trinity Parkway and I-635 

5:  View from 1050+00 looking North - Pump Station at right of photo, 
Westmoreland Bridge in distance
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Key

Legend
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). North Trinity Gateway Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Legend

Key
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). North Trinity Gateway Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Legend

Key
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). North Trinity Gateway Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Legend

Key
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). North Trinity Gateway Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Legend

Key
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). North Trinity Gateway Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Zone Map
Inventory & Analysis

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations

30-31
32-33
34-45

03  Meadows/Wetlands Zone
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

The Meadows/Wetlands Zone Map indicates the proposed Parkway alignment 
within the existing Right of Way (R.O.W.), the Parkway’s overall context relative 
to adjacent land uses, and connections to the existing and proposed roadway 
and pedestrian networks. The plan, elevation and section drawings depict a 
keyed inventory location of the overall design intent.
 
The plan drawings depict locations of various design elements, including: toll 
gantries, walls, barriers, sign structures and drainage features. The elevations 
and section drawings illustrate the vertical and horizontal relationships between 
bridges, mainlanes, and structural elements such as bridge columns, beams and 
girders, barriers, walls, and railings. 

Corridor Zone Key Map 

Scale  1:500Legend
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Meadows/Wetlands Zone

Zone Map
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Scale  1:800

NORTH

Legend
The Parkway in the Meadows/Wetlands Zone is 
primarily “at-grade”, with the exception of two 
bridges. This zone provides the greatest potential 
opportunities for including landscaping along the 
Parkway. Landscaping could be located between 
the southbound traffi c barrier/edge of pavement 
and the proposed security wall. The proposed Trinity 
Parkway will connect to the Sylvan Avenue Bridge 
in this Zone. This bridge will provide park access 
from Sylvan Avenue.

*Land use derived from the City of Dallas Trinity River Corridor Comprehensive Land Use Plan  (Adopted March 9, 2005)
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Meadows/Wetlands Zone

Inventory & Analysis

1:  View from 1071+00 looking North

5:  View from 1171+00 looking South toward Continental Viaduct

3:  View of Sylvan Bridge at 1129+00 looking West 6:  View from 1181+00 looking South toward Continental Viaduct 

4:  View from 1150+00 looking South toward Trinity Parkway 

2:  View of 1114+00 Pump Station looking West
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Legend

Key
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Meadows/Wetlands Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Legend

Key
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Meadows/Wetlands Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Legend

Key
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Meadows/Wetlands Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Legend

Key
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Meadows/Wetlands Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Legend

Key
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Meadows/Wetlands Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Legend

Key
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Meadows/Wetlands Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Zone Map
Inventory & Analysis

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations

48-49
50-51
52-67

04  Urban Zone
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

The Urban Zone Map indicates the proposed Parkway alignment within the 
existing Right of Way (R.O.W.), the Parkway’s overall context relative to adjacent 
land uses, and connections to the existing and proposed roadway and pedestrian 
networks. The plan, elevation and section drawings depict a keyed inventory 
location of the overall design intent.
 
The plan drawings depict locations of various design elements, including: toll 
gantries, walls, barriers, sign structures and drainage features. The elevations 
and section drawings illustrate the vertical and horizontal relationships between 
bridges, mainlanes, and structural elements such as bridge columns, beams and 
girders, barriers, walls, and railings. 

Corridor Zone Key Map 

Scale  1:500Legend
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Urban Zone

Zone Map
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Scale  1:800

NORTH

Legend
The Parkway in the Urban Zone is primarily “at-grade” and travels 
under a series of existing bridges and proposed structures. The 
separation wall begins in this zone, and provides a raised planting 
area between the southbound traffi c barrier and the face of the wall. 
A crowned raised planting area located between the median traffi c 
barriers provides additional landscaping opportunities. 

*Land use derived from the City of Dallas Trinity River Corridor Comprehensive Land Use Plan  (Adopted March 9, 2005)
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Urban Zone

Inventory & Analysis

1:  View from 1185+00 looking South 

2:  View from 1205+00 looking South at Commerce Blvd.

4:  View from 1238+00 looking North toward IH-30

5:  View from 1251+00 looking South toward Jefferson Blvd.

6:  View from 1267+00 looking South toward Northbound IH-353:  View from 1222+00 looking North toward Commerce Blvd.
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Legend

Key
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Urban Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Legend

Key
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Urban Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Legend

Key
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Urban Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Legend

Key
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Urban Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Legend

Key
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Urban Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Legend

Key
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Urban Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Legend

Key
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Urban Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Map of Location

Legend

Key
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Urban Zone

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations
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Zone Map
Inventory & Analysis

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations

70-71
72-73
74-85

05  Forest Zone

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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The Forest Zone Map indicates the proposed Parkway alignment with-
in the existing Right of Way (R.O.W.), the Parkway’s overall context rela-
tive to adjacent land uses, and connections to the existing and pro-
posed roadway and pedestrian networks. The plan, elevation and section 
drawings depict a keyed inventory location of the overall design intent.
 
The plan drawings depict locations of various design elements, including: toll 
gantries, walls, barriers, sign structures and drainage features. The elevations 
and section drawings illustrate the vertical and horizontal relationships between 
bridges, mainlanes, and structural elements such as bridge columns, beams 
and girders, barriers, walls, and railings. 

Scale  1:500

Corridor Zone Key Map 

Legend

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Forest Zone

Zone Map
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Scale  1:800

NORTH

Legend

*Land use derived from the City of Dallas Trinity River Corridor Comprehensive Land Use Plan  (Adopted March 9, 2005)

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

The Parkway in the Forest Zone is primarily “on-structure” 
and allows views of the native Trinity Forest. As the parkway 
travels over the levee, northbound traffi c will have views of 
the Ttinity Forest, the park and the parkway. 
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Forest Zone
Inventory & Analysis

2:  View from 1300+00 looking South toward Corinth Street

1:  View from 1289+00 looking South 

3:  View from 1316+00 looking South  

5:  View from 1325+00 looking South toward the DART Railway

4:  View from 1325+00 looking North toward Industrial

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Map of Location

Legend

Key

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Forest Zone
Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Map of Location

Legend

Key

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Forest Zone
Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Map of Location

Legend

Key

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Forest Zone
Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Map of Location

Legend

Key

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Forest Zone
Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Map of Location

Legend

Key

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Forest Zone
Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Map of Location

Legend

Key

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Forest Zone
Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Zone Map
Inventory & Analysis

Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations

88-89
90-91
92-107

06  South Trinity Gateway  Zone

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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The South Trinity Gateway Zone Map indicates the proposed Parkway alignment 
within the existing Right of Way (R.O.W.), the Parkway’s overall context relative 
to adjacent land uses, and connections to the existing and proposed roadway 
and pedestrian networks. The plan, elevation and section drawings depict a 
keyed inventory location of the overall design intent.
 
The plan drawings depict locations of various design elements, including: toll 
gantries, walls, barriers, sign structures and drainage features. The elevations 
and section drawings illustrate the vertical and horizontal relationships between 
bridges, mainlanes, and structural elements such as bridge columns, beams and 
girders, barriers, walls, and railings. 

Corridor Zone Key Map 

Scale  1:400
Legend

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). South Trinity Gateway Zone

Zone Map
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Scale  1:600

NORTH

Legend
Portions of the Parkway in the South Trinity Gateway Zone 
are “at-grade” and travel under IH-45. The parkway then 
transitions to an “on-structure” section that is elevated over 
Lamar, Colonial and US 175. Views from the parkway to the 
surrounding area are minimized, while views of the elevated 
parkway section from adjacent land uses are signifi cant. Noise 
barrier walls will be included in residential areas to mitigate 
potential noise impacts from the Parkway. 

*Land use derived from the City of Dallas Trinity River Corridor Comprehensive Land Use Plan  (Adopted March 9, 2005)

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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South Trinity Gateway Zone
Inventory & Analysis

1:  View from Bexar Street looking South toward US-175

2:  View from Bexar Street looking North toward US-175

3:  View from Lamar Street looking North toward Trinity Parkway

4:  View from Lamar Street looking South toward Trinity Parkway

5:  View along Union Pacifi c Railway looking South toward IH-45 and 
Trinity Parkway

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Map of Location

Legend

Key

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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South Trinity Gateway Zone
Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Map of Location

Legend

Key

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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South Trinity Gateway Zone
Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Map of Location

Legend

Key

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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South Trinity Gateway Zone
Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Legend

Map of Location

Key

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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South Trinity Gateway Zone
Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Map of Location

Legend

Key

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Map of Location

Legend

Key

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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South Trinity Gateway Zone
Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Map of Location

Legend

Key

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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South Trinity Gateway Zone
Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Map of Location

Legend

Key

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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South Trinity Gateway Zone
Focus Area Plan, Sections, & Elevations

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Mainlane Gantries
Double Lane Ramp Gantry at Grade

Single Lane Ramp Gantry On Structure (Bent Cap Option)
Double Lane Ramp Gantry On Structure (Bent Cap Option)

Single Lane Ramp Gantry On Structure (Gantry Columns Option)
Double Lane Ramp Gantry On Structure (Gantry Columns Option)

110-111
112-113
114-115
116-117
118-119
120-121

07  Toll Gantry Structures 

*Surface treatments for gantry structures and elements will be in accordance with the NTTA Design 
Guidelines for surface fi nish treatments.  
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110 Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Toll Gantry Structures
 Mainlane Gantries

Notes:
•   Prototypical main lane gantry guideline represents layout with typical roadway confi guration.  (Site specifi c adaptation required)
•   Align gantry armatures with respective traffi c lanes, unless future lane confi guration prohibits it.
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Toll Gantry Structures

 Mainlane Gantries
Notes:
•   Median condition may vary.
•   Wedge column height established from highest point of future pavement cross section relationship to the 17’-6” minimum structural clearance.
•   Monotube is level across roadway. 
•   Gantry equipment height to follow constant cross slope of pavement.
•   The approach and departure gantries may differ in height elevation due to profi le grade.
•   The IT building’s horizontal reveals are not intended to align with the gantry reveals.
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112 Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Toll Gantry Structures
Double Lane Ramp Gantry at Grade
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Toll Gantry Structures

Double Lane Ramp Gantry at Grade
Notes:
•   Monotube is level across roadway. 
•   Gantry equipment height to follow constant cross slope of pavement.
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114 Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Toll Gantry Structures
Single Lane Ramp Gantry on Structure (Bent Cap Option)

Notes:
•   The prototypical Bent Cap gantry guideline represents a design option for integrating the gantry structure into the bridge bent design 
for site conditions with particular vertical, horizontal, levee and fl ood way constraints. (Site specifi c adaptation required)
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Toll Gantry Structures

Single Lane Ramp Gantry on Structure (Bent Cap Option)
Notes:
•   Monotube is level across roadway. 
•   Gantry equipment height to follow constant cross slope of pavement.
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116 Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Toll Gantry Structures
Double Lane Ramp Gantry On Structure (Bent Cap Option)

Notes:
•   The prototypical Bent Cap gantry guideline represents a design option for integrating the gantry structure into the bridge bent design 
for site conditions with particular vertical, horizontal, levee and fl ood way constraints. (Site specifi c adaptation required)
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Toll Gantry Structures

Double Lane Ramp Gantry On Structure (Bent Cap Option)
Notes:
•   Monotube is level across roadway. 
•   Gantry equipment height to follow constant cross slope of pavement.
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118 Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Toll Gantry Structures
Single Lane Ramp Gantry On Structure (Gantry Columns Option)

Notes:
•   The prototypical Column gantry guideline represents a design option for extending the vertical gantry column structure independent 
of the bridge structure for site conditions with particular vertical and horizontal constraints. (Site specifi c adaptation required)
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Toll Gantry Structures

Single Lane Ramp Gantry On Structure (Gantry Columns Option)
Notes:
•   Monotube is level across roadway. 
•   Gantry equipment height to follow constant cross slope of pavement.
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120 Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Toll Gantry Structures
Double Lane Ramp Gantry On Structure (Gantry Columns Option)

Notes:
•   The prototypical Column gantry guideline represents a design option for extending the vertical gantry column structure independent 
of the bridge structure for site conditions with particular vertical and horizontal constraints. (Site specifi c adaptation required)
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Toll Gantry Structures

Double Lane Ramp Gantry  On Structure (Gantry Columns Option)
Notes:
•   Monotube is level across roadway. 
•   Gantry equipment height to follow constant cross slope of pavement.





Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

*Surface treatments for bridge structures and elements will be in accordance with the NTTA Design 
Guidelines for surface fi nish treatments.  

124
125-126
127-130
131-132
133
134
135
136

137
138
139
140

08  Bridge Structures 

Mainlane Multi-Column Bridge Bent
Mainlane Multi-Column Bridge Bent (Monotube)

Single Column Bridge Bents
  Straddle Bents

Single Column Cantilever Bridge Bent
Column Types

Column Capital Details
Bridge Rails

Continental Bridge Pedestrian Rail
Downtown Overlook Bridge Bent

Bellview Pedestrian Bridge
Houston Street Pedestrian Bridge

Special Conditions
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Notes:
•   Pitched bent cap may require vertical variation between column. (Horizontal reveals do not necessarily align from one column to another) 
•   Drainage and electrical conduits to be internal to the bent and column structure. 
•   Beam Type: Tx 54 I-Girders (Predominant corridor standard; other sizes as needed)
                        Steel I-Girders (As needed) 
                        U-Beams (Trinity Parkway over Lamar, and S.M. Wright) 
 

Bridge Structures
Mainlane Multi-Column Bridge Bent
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Bridge Structures

Mainlane Multi-Column Bridge Bent with Monotube
Notes:
•   Ground mounting preferred, use bent mounted option only in horizontal and 
levee constrained conditions.
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Notes:
•   Ground mounting preferred, use bent mounted option only in horizontal and levee constrained conditions.

Bridge Structures
Mainlane Multi-Column Bridge Bent with Cantilever Monotube
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Bridge Structures

Single Column Bridge Bent (1 Lane)
Notes:
•   Drainage and electrical conduits to be internal to the bent and column structure. 
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Notes:
•   Drainage and electrical conduits to be internal to the bent and column structure. 

Bridge Structures
Single Column Bridge Bent (2 Lane)
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Bridge Structures

Single Column Bridge Bent (3 Lane)
Notes:
•   Drainage and electrical conduits to be internal to the bent and column structure.
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Notes:
•   Refer to Column Fluting details for fl uting application. (Full fl uting shown) 

Bridge Structures
Single Column Bridge Bent (Steel)
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Notes:
Straddle bent cap may require vertical variation between capital and column.• 
Drainage and electrical conduits will be internal to the bent and column structure.• 

Bridge Structures
 Straddle Bent
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Notes:
Straddle bent cap may require vertical variation between capital and column.• 
Drainage and electrical conduits will be internal to the bent and column structure.• 

Bridge Structures
Straddle Bent (Steel)
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Notes:
Cross slope of the deck and cap shall match.   • 
Drainage and electrical conduits to be internal to the bent and column structure. • 

 

Bridge Structures
Single Column Cantilever Bridge Bent
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

 Column Types 
Bridge Structures

Notes:
Column type variations are based upon structural needs and shall be in proportion to the following prototypes.• 
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Bridge Structures

Column Capital Details
DRAFT 
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Notes:
Traffi c sloped rail to match NTTA standard for TRS• 
Align rail and bridge joints.• 
A consistent matching texture type is required on each barrier and barrier face where texture is specifi ed.• 

Bridge Structures
Bridge Rails
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Notes:
•   Applies to rebuilt bridge deck outside of the levee
•   Bicycle / Pedestrian rail to conform the TxDOT Type B3 Bicycle rail (with modifi ed pilaster)

Bridge Structures
Continental Bridge Pedestrian Rail
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Notes:
NTTA Design Guidelines typical bridge design to provide super structure support for the downtown overlook deck (by COD).• 

Bridge Structures
Downtown Overlook Bridge Bent
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Bridge Structures

Bellview Pedestrian Bridge
Notes:
•   Pedestrian bridge to provide access to Trinity River Park near sta. 1275
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Notes:
Houston street pedestrian bridge to provide pedestrian and emergency vehicle access from • 
Houston street to the Trinity River Park promenade area.

RAMP SECTIONRAMP ELEVATION

Bridge Structures
Houston Street Pedestrian Bridge
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Trinity Parkway: DESIGN CRITERIA MANUAL
Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Wall Types
Traffi c Barriers 

Wall Planter
Sign Structures

Lighting
Camera Pole

144-149
150
151
152-155
156-159
160

09  Main Lane Elements 

*Surface treatments for mainlane structures and elements will be in accordance with the NTTA 
Design Guidelines for surface fi nish treatments.  
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144 Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Main Lane Elements
Separation Wall
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Main Lane Elements

Separation Wall Coping

PROTOTYPE RENDERINGSECTION
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146 Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Main Lane Elements

ELEVATION

PROTOTYPE RENDERING

WALL SECTION

PANEL SECTION

Retaining Walls 
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Notes:
•   Design for panel D, E, and F shall be 
the mirror image of panel A, B, and C 
respectively.

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Main Lane Elements

Retaining Wall Panels

PANEL  “A”

A B

A B

A B

A B

A B

A B

PANEL  “B”

PANEL  “C”
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Notes:
•   Retaining wall coping to match NTTA design guideline standard coping.

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Main Lane Elements
Retaining Wall Coping

ELEVATION

PROTOTYPE RENDERING

SECTION
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Main Lane Elements

Security Wall
Notes:
•   Security wall design may be cast in place or modular block 
system with ashlar stone face fi nish.
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Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Main Lane Elements
Traffi c Barriers

TRAFFIC RAIL  - T401

TRAFFIC SLOPED RAIL  - TRS

SINGLE SLOPED BARRIER  - SSB

Notes:
Traffi c sloped rail to match NTTA standard for TRS• 
Single slope barrier to match TxDOT standard for SSCB• 
When traffi c barrier is attached to coping, the joint spacings shall match. • 
A consistent matching texture type is required on each barrier and barrier face where texture is specifi ed.• 
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Main Lane Elements

Wall Planter

SECTION ELEVATION

Notes:
Wall planter shall provide internal, continuous irrigation and drainage.• 
TRS traffi c barrier shall incorporate waterproofi ng and water stops at rail joints.• 
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Notes:
•   Sign height shown is for standard sign panel mounting only. Parent sign if mounted with any other      
    parent signs on the same structure, shall match the tallest sign on that structure and align equally.  
•   Maximum cantilever is 40’.  

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Main Lane Elements
Monotube Overhead Sign (Cantilever)

SECTION:  AT GRADE SECTION:  ON STRUCTURE
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Main Lane Elements
Monotube Overhead Sign Bridge

Notes:
•   Sign height shown is for standard sign panel mounting only. Parent sign if mounted with any other      
    parent signs on the same structure, shall match the tallest sign on that structure and align equally.  
  

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

SECTION 
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154 Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Main Lane Elements
Dynamic Message Sign Structure

SECTIONELEVATION
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Main Lane Elements
Toll Rate Signing/Dynamic Insets

Notes:
•   Cantilever monotube mounted sin located approximately 1000 feet upstream from gantry.  
•   Ground mounted sign located at a minimum and typical 200 feet from the gantry to allow for the  
    design fl exibility and effective separation from main lane exit sign structures.  
•   Dynamic pricing insets are LED mounted on face of sign or through extruded panels.. 
•   Top sign to be designed by DSE per NTTA policy. 

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

ELEVATION:  TOLL RATE SIGN ELEVATION:  TOLL RATE SIGN  (TOLL ROAD) ELEVATION:  TOLL RATE SIGN ON MONOTUBE
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Main Lane Elements
High Mast Lighting 

Notes:
•   High mast illumination poles located primarily in interchange conditions. 
    (Other corridor lighting conditions may apply)  
•   Coordinate with adjacent municipality on ordinance compliance. 
•   Pole height to be 125’, 150’, or 175’ height.  
•   Refer to TxDot HMIP standards. 
•   Pole height and detection to comply with FAA Regulations. (If applicable) 

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

ELEVATION
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Main Lane Elements
Roadway Lighting

Notes:
•   Roadway lighting to be provided on outside edge of mainlane only. 
    (No center mounted roadway lighting) 
•   House-side shield hardware to be installed on fi xture where applicable. 

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

ELEVATION

SIDE VIEW TOP VIEW 
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Main Lane Elements
Under Bridge Lighting

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

BRIDGE BENT LIGHTING

ABUTMENT LIGHTING

Notes:
•   Bridge bent mounting is the preferred attachment location. Bridge abutment mounting should only  
     be used when span lengths are too great to allow for adequate illumination.
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Main Lane Elements
Toll Gantry Accent Lighting

Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

SIDE ELEVATION:  COLUMN UPLIGHT ISOMETRIC:  ACCENT LIGHTELEVATION:  COLUMN UPLIGHT

Notes:
•   LED column was accent light intended for decorative accent light to gantry column. 
•   Mounting height varies upon site conditions and gantry column base height.  
•   Coordinate with adjacent municipality on adherence to dark sky policy. 
•   48” linear LED column wash uplight applied to both mainlane and ramp gantry columns.  
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160 Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document are subject to change in final design 
Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Main Lane Elements
ITS CCTV Camera Pole

ELEVATION
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Site Opportunities & Constraints
Focus Area Plan

North Trinity Gateway Zone Landscape Plan  & Sections
Meadows / Wetlands  Zone Landscape Plan  & Sections

Urban Zone Landscape Plan  & Sections
Forest Zone Landscape Plan  & Sections

South Trinity Gateway Zone Landscape Plan  & Sections
Plant Pallete

Typical Details
Irrigation

Irrigation - Drip Line Details and Diagram
Irrigation - Sleeving for Irrigation System

Irrigation - Prototypical Underpass / Overpass Sleeving Diagram

165
166-167
168-171
172-177
178-183
184-191
192-193
194-199
200-201
202-203
204-205
206-207
208-209

10  Landscape 10  Landscape 
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Landscape

Site Opportunities and Constraints
The following criteria shall guide the development of landscaping plans, specifi cations, and 
estimates (PS&E) for the Trinity Parkway Project.

Landscape Design Concept / Intent

The following landscape design concept balances design recommendations of the NTTA’s Design 
Guidelines , the City of Dallas’ Trinity Parkway Landscape and Aesthetic Design Guidelines, and the 
requirements of the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).

The NTTA typically concentrates landscape improvements in landscape Focus Areas.  These Focus 
Areas are typically located at high visibility locations along the corridor or at important interfaces with the 
surrounding communities, including bridge underpasses, overpasses, gantry areas, and interchanges.  
Landscaping shall only be incorporated in locations where NTTA controls maintenance of the area. 

“View from” and “View to” - The NTTA Design Guidelines emphasize the “view from” scenario - where 
the main focus of the landscape design is the view from the main travel lanes for NTTA patrons.  The 
“view to” the landscape from neighboring properties, the park, or other roadways is considered a 
secondary priority. 

The plant materials selected for the Parkway have been selected for their hardiness to the North Texas 
climatic extremes and their ability to tolerate drought conditions.  This native and adapted plant palette 
will require soil preparation and irrigation to ensure initial establishment of plant materials. 

Opportunities and Constraints

Landscape plant materials will be selected according to the site specifi c opportunities and constraints 
encountered along the Parkway. 

Underpasses
The slopes at underpasses are typically steepest along the frontage roads or entrance ramps and less 
severe near the main lanes. Intense plantings of large ornamental grasses and ornamental trees shall 
enhance these high visibility areas.  Vines shall be planted at retaining walls to take advantage of the 
high visibility of the walls at cut conditions. 

Overpasses
At overpass conditions, landscape treatments should be focused along the top of the slopes nearest 
the main lanes for maximum visibility from the toll facility.  Taller plant materials shall be used directly 
adjacent to required concrete barriers to allow visibility from the main lanes.  

Main Lane Gantries 
Per NTTA’s Design Guidelines, main lane gantries are considered to be foreground elements, and will 
be emphasized with landscape Focus Areas.  Trees and plant materials shall not obstruct the function 
and view shed of closed circuit television cameras (CCTV) and/or gantry cameras.   

Elevated Roadways
The views from elevated or “on-structure” roadways to landscape areas typically differs from “at-grade” 

roadways in that the elevated position of the travel lanes results in poor visibility of the potential 
planting areas below.  Landscaping in these areas is generally discouraged due to lack of visibility 
from the main lanes.  Exceptions may be made in the South Trinity Gateway Zone, where historic 
neighborhoods adjacent to the Parkway may benefi t from additional landscaping.

Raised Median Landscaping
The size and confi guration of the roadway median varies throughout the Parkway.  Therefore, in order 
to provide vehicular cross-over protection, concrete barriers will be installed along the inside shoul-
ders of both the northbound and southbound travel lanes. This confi guration creates the opportunity 
for raised median planting areas to be incorporated throughout the Parkway.  Because landscaping 
in raised median planting areas has high visibility from the main lanes, the medians will be empha-
sized in Focus Area landscaping treatments.  Additionally, trees will be included in raised medians 
where they do not interfere with highway safety standards and/or Corps of Engineers requirements.

Raised median planting areas shall include drainage inlets spaced at regular intervals. Coordination 
with the drainage engineers regarding drainage fl ows and inlet placements will be required to ensure 
proper surface runoff control and to minimize impacts on plant materials.

Landscape Planter at Separation Wall
The raised planter condition between the traffi c barrier and the Separation Wall provides another 
opportunity for landscape improvements.  Plant material selection for these areas will be infl uenced 
by whether or not the area has been designated as a Focus Area, the available space for landscaping,  
and the visibility of the planting area.  The size and confi guration of these planting areas varies 
throughout the Parkway.  A minimum planting area width of 18 inches is required for vine planting.   

Other Design Considerations

Site Drainage
Mulched landscape planting beds must be offset from drainage swales.  Swales will either be sodded 
with turf, or lined with rock rip-rap to prevent erosion.  In all cases, swales must be designed to mini-
mize the occurrence of suspended solids or particulate matter from entering storm drainage inlets.

Irrigation
A drip irrigation system will be installed to aid the establishment of plant materials.  The system will 
be designed such that it may be abandoned once plants establishment is achieved and regular 
irrigation is no longer required.  Because some native  and adapted plant species benefi t from periodic 
irrigation, it may not be possible to completely abandon the entire irrigation system.  For this reason, 
careful attention shall be focused on grouping plant materials with similar water use requirements, so 
that portions of the irrigation system could be abandoned, and other areas be maintained in a logical 
fashion.  Refer to the irrigation section for more detail.

Safety
The designer will ensure that plant material selection and placement maintains sight distances and 
clear zone recovery areas. Trees may be planted in the clear zone setback only where they will not 
constitute a fi xed object; for example, above a retaining wall or in protected areas behind concrete 
barriers. 
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

Focus Areas -  NTTA typically concentrates landscape improvements in landscape Focus Areas.  
These focus areas are typically located at high visibility locations along the corridor or at important 
interfaces with the surrounding communities, including bridge underpasses, overpasses, gantry areas, 
and interchanges.  The graphic below highlights the Focus Areas anticipated for the Trinity Parkway.  
Landscaping shall only be incorporated in areas where NTTA controls maintenance of the area.   

The Trinity Parkway is unique in that many portions of the corridor will be contained inside an elevated 
Separation Wall.  In order to soften the appearance of the Separation Wall, a raised barrier-height 
planter will be installed along the length of the wall.  In these areas, the landscape treatment may 
vary from a typical focus area oriented design, allowing the walls to receive landscaping outside of the 
typical focus area dimensions.
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Landscape

Focus Area Map 
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

The graphic below highlights the landscape concept for the North Trinity Gateway Zone within the Trinity Parkway.  Landscape areas are concentrated at the 
selected Focus Areas.  Plant selection includes low and large ornamental grasses, ornamental and large trees and vines located at walls.  Turf planting and/or rock 
riprap will be used at slopes, under bridges, and other areas for slope stabilization and erosion control.  Landscaping shall only occur in areas where NTTA controls 
maintenance of the area.  Landscape concept is shown at full build-out.  

LEGEND
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Landscape

North Trinity Gateway Zone - Landscape Plan 
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

The graphic below highlights the landscape concept for the North Trinity Gateway Zone within the Trinity Parkway.  Landscape areas are concentrated at the selected Focus Areas.  Plant selection include low and 
large ornamental grasses, ornamental and large trees and vines located at walls.  Turf planting and/or rock riprap will be used at slopes, under bridges, and other areas for slope stabilization and erosion control.  
Landscaping shall only occur in areas where NTTA controls maintenance of the area.  Landscape concept is shown at full build-out.  

LEGEND
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Landscape

SECTION A: STA. 1014+00

North Trinity Gateway Zone - Landscape Plan and Section 
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

The graphic below highlights the landscape concept for the Meadow Zone within the Trinity Parkway.  Landscape areas are concentrated at the selected Focus Areas.  Plant selection include low and large 
ornamental grasses, ornamental and large trees and vines located at walls.  Turf planting and/or rock riprap will be used at slopes, under bridges, and other areas for slope stabilization and erosion control.  
Landscaping shall only occur in areas where NTTA controls maintenance of the area.  Landscape concept is shown at full build-out.  

LEGEND
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Landscape

Meadows / Wetlands Zone - Landscape Plan
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

The graphic below highlights the landscape concept for the Meadow Zone within the Trinity Parkway.  Landscape areas are concentrated at the selected Focus Areas.  Plant selection include low and large 
ornamental grasses, ornamental and large trees and vines located at walls.  Turf planting and/or rock riprap will be used at slopes, under bridges, and other areas for slope stabilization and erosion control.  
Landscaping shall only occur in areas where NTTA controls maintenance of the area.  Landscape concept is shown at full build-out.  
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Landscape

Meadows / Wetlands Zone - Landscape Plan

LEGEND
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

SECTION A: STA. 1088

SECTION B: STA. 1122
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Landscape

Meadows / Wetlands Zone - Sections

SECTION C: STA. 1144

SECTION D: STA. 1183
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

The graphic below highlights the landscape concept for the Urban Zone within the Trinity Parkway.  Landscape areas are concentrated at the selected Focus Areas.  Plant selection include low and large ornamental 
grasses, ornamental and large trees and vines located at walls.  Turf planting and/or rock riprap will be used at slopes, under bridges, and other areas for slope stabilization and erosion control. Landscaping shall 
only occur in areas where NTTA controls maintenance of the area.  Landscape concept is shown at full build-out. 

LEGEND
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Landscape

Urban Zone - Landscape Plan
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

LEGEND
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

SECTION A: STA. 1227 Ultimate

SECTION A: STA. 1227 Interim

Landscape
Urban Zone - Sections
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

SECTION C: STA. 1251 Ultimate

SECTION B: STA. 1251 Interim
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

SECTION C: STA 1262 Ultimate

SECTION C: STA 1262 Interim

Landscape
Urban Zone - Sections
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

LEGEND
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Landscape

Forest Zone - Landscape Plan
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

LEGEND
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Landscape

Forest Zone - Landscape Plan & Sections

SECTION A: STA. 1298 Ultimate

SECTION A: STA. 1298 Interim
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

SECTION B: STA. 1309 Ultimate

SECTION B: STA. 1309 Interim
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

SECTION C: STA. 1323 Ultimate

SECTION C: STA. 1323 Interim

Landscape
Forest Zone - Landscape Sections
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

The graphic below highlights the landscape concept for the Forest Zone within the Trinity Parkway.  Landscape areas are concentrated at the selected Focus Areas.  Plant selection include low and large ornamental 
grasses, ornamental and large trees and vines located at walls.  Turf planting and/or rock riprap will be used at slopes, under bridges, and other areas for slope stabilization and erosion control.  Landscaping shall 
only occur in areas where NTTA controls maintenance of the area.  Landscape concept is shown at full build-out. 
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Landscape

South Trinity Gateway Zone - Landscape Plan 

LEGEND
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

LEGEND
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E). Landscape

South Trinity Gateway Zone - Landscape Plan & Sections

SECTION B: STA. 1428

SECTION A: STA. 1401
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Final materials, details, location and quantity of elements shown as part of this document 
are subject to change in final design Plans, Specifications and Estimates (PS&E).

The following plant palette will be the basic means of unifying the Trinity Parkway.  The plant materials 
have been selected for low water requirements, native or adapted qualities, and seasonal interest. 
A wide range of plants are utilized within these palettes for fl exibility in the different zones or site 
constraints. 

These plant materials are grouped according to size and/or function. Seasonal characteristics are 
noted as well.  Some native and plant adapted species require moist soils, therefore, may not survive 
extended periods of drought without periodic irrigation.

Refer to the following pages for specifi c plant palettes.   Minimum sizes and spacing shown are 
recommendations.  Based on specifi c site conditions and requirements, sizing and spacing may 
vary.  
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Section:  Tree Planting at Frontage - Typical
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Typical Landscape Details

Section:  20’ Planting Zone

Section:  Landscape at Raised Median - Typical Section:  Planting at FrontageSection:  Landscape at Raised Median at Superelevation - Typical

Section: Canopy Tree Planting
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Irrigation System Description

Because of the unique nature of the Trinity Parkway project being located within a fl ood control levee, the 
irrigation system proposed for the Trinity Parkway will vary from the systems typically installed on NTTA 
corridors.  

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers will not allow for permanent, below grade, irrigation systems to be 
installed on the levee.  This will necessitate either the installation of a temporary irrigation system above 
grade, or watering with spray trucks from the top of the levee to establish the vegetation.  Other raised 
planting areas either in the median or along the separation wall at planted locations will be irrigated with 
a drip irrigation system.  This system will be operable as needed for establishment of plant materials, 
and may be discontinued following plant establishment.  Alternative means of irrigation may become an 
option as the adjacent Trinity Park project begins construction.  All irrigation systems shall be centrally 
controlled. Each focus or treatment area will have an automatic fi eld controller connected to the central 
control system. Daily irrigation schedules can be adjusted by a weather station also connected to the 
central controller. 

Irrigation System Components

Central Controller System: The central control system will be connected via fi ber optic cable or ethernet 
to each fi eld controller throughout the system. The central system shall also be connected to a weather 
station that will compute run times based on daily evapotranspiration data.

Field Controller: Each site controller shall include a rain and freeze sensor programmed to interrupt 
a cycle during a rain event or cold temperatures that are strong enough to disrupt the intended spray 
pattern or carry water to the main lanes of the facility. Locate sensors adjacent to the central controller 
system mounted on a galvanized pole or mounted on an elevated structure (ie. fence) to keep away from 
ground moisture.

Freeze Sensor: The fi eld controller shall contain a temperature sensor that interrupts cycles when the 
temperature dips below 38 degrees Fahrenheit (38°F).

Water Meters: Provided by the city as described in ‘Water Source.’ (on following page)

Backfl ow Prevention Devices: All backfl ow prevention devices shall be double-check valve assemblies 
unless city codes require a more stringent device. The devise shall be equipped with a brass y-strainer if 
it is a double check assembly.  The y-strainer shall be located on the upstream side. The y-strainer and 
backfl ow device shall be of the same size as the meter provided.

Pressure Regulators: Provide regulators to limit outfl ow pressure at each watering device to within 25 
percent of the optimum working pressure. This may be an integral part of the remote control valve.

Filters: All drip zones shall have a 200 mesh fi lter installed prior to the lateral distribution lines.

Remote Control Valves: Valves shall be sized to prevent a pressure loss exceeding fi ve PSI during 
projected fl ow. Each valve should have a fl ow control stem.

Pipe:  Class 200 PVC may be used for pressure piping. Fittings that account for thermal expansion shall 
be used in connections between HDPE and PVC piping.  HDPE piping shall be used at all sweeps and 
riser sections.

Spray Sprinklers: Spray sprinklers shall be pressure regulating and contain seals to contain up to 10 
vertical feet of water in the lateral lines when not operating. Pop up height should be determined by the 
mature height of proposed plant materials.  Spray heads will only be used on temporary, above grade 
installations on the top of the levee - if applicable.

Rotor Sprinklers: Rotor sprinklers shall contain nozzles with a minimum fl ow of three (3) gallons per 
minute to limit the effects of wind and evaporation. All nozzles shall be installed to assure matched 
precipitation rates.  Pop up height shall be determined by the ultimate height of the proposed plant 
materials.  Rotor sprinklers will only be used on temporary, above grade installations on the top of the 
levee - if applicable.

Drip Tubing: All drip tubing shall contain in-line emitters with integral spacing equal or smaller than the 
tube layout spacing. Emitters shall be pressure compensating. Tubing shall be UV and clog resistant, 
installed 4 inches below grade and staked to remain beneath the mulch layer. An indicator will be 
installed in each loop to provide maintenance staff with visual confi rmation of a working zone.

Flow Meters:  Install fl ow meters that automatically shut down the irrigation system if an overfl ow 
condition occurs due to damage to the system.  Flow meters will be programmed to help identify line 
breaks before any damage can occur.

Quick Coupling Valves:  Install quick coupling valves for on-site water access.  Specify products that 
maintain operational durability, in-ground durability and vandal resistance. 

Meter Isolation Valve: All irrigation meters shall have an isolation valve located a maximum of three 
feet downstream from the meter.  The isolation valve shall be located between the meter and backfl ow 
device.  The isolation valve shall be brass and be equipped with a tee handle.  The valve should be of 
the same size as the meter provided.

Master Valves:  If a master valve is used on an irrigation system connected to a potable water supply 
through a double check valve, pressure vacuum breaker, or reduced pressure principle backfl ow 
assembly, the master valve must be installed on the discharge side of the backfl ow prevention device. 
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Irrigation System
Design Standards

Irrigation Zones:  The irrigation system shall be zoned to afford appropriate control of the water 
application to plants.  Typically this is achieved by zoning by plant species or by water usage 
needs.  Zoning of irrigation shall also consider position on slopes. Separate tree rings or bubblers 
shall be provided for trees installed at large sizes (2” cal. or greater).

Areas for Treatment: Turf grasses will not typically be irrigated. The intent of the irrigation system 
is to protect the investment of nursery stock materials during establishment and during severe 
periods of drought. Irrigation treatment of specifi c plant types shall be as follows:

Trees, Shrubs, and Ornamental Grasses: To conserve water, a grid of in-line drip tubing shall 
be installed at each planted row and fed by sub-surface PVC lateral lines. The tubing shall be 
installed at a depth of four inches below fi nished grade.  See “Drip Line Diagram” on the following 
page for a graphic representation of the anticipated layout. 

Water Source: It is anticipated that water used throughout the system wll be potable water 
purchased from the City or Dallas. During conceptual design, the irrigation consultant shall contact 
the city water department to determine availability of water and pressure limitations. 

In other similar projects, meter locations and city code requirements will be coordinated with 
the water department and the local building department, cities have provided water taps and 
meters.  This process will require coordination between the NTTA and the city to resolve any 
issues involving installation costs.

Design considerations shall include the possibility that the irrigation system could convert to a 
lake fed system from lakes created within the Trinity Park.  Because it is diffi cult to determine 
completion of the park project, immediate water source will need to be potable water from the City 
of Dallas with the option to redirect supply if it becomes available.

Power Source: Power service connections to the irrigation controller shall utilize existing 
NTTA power sources. New metered services for irrigation shall be avoided.  Coordinate power 
requirements with ITS CCTV needs.
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Section:   Typical Irrigation

Plan:   Typical Irrigation
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Irrigation - Drip Line Details and Diagram
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Sleeving for Irrigation System (Included in Roadway Plans) 

Overview

Sleeving is needed to allow installation of irrigation piping and control wiring under pavements.  
Roadway plans should indicate the locations of sleeving for future irrigation use.  By including 
these sleeves on the roadway plans, the installation can be made by the open trench method 
which should reduce costs compared to horizontal drilling.  Sleeving that can not be installed 
by the open trench method will normally be installed by horizontal drilling at the time of the 
irrigation system installation.

Materials

Sleeving installed by the open trench method shall be Schedule 80 PVC pipe.  Each crossing 
shall include a six-inch sleeve for irrigation piping and a four-inch sleeve for control wiring.  
Different sleeve types may be required at crossings under frontage roads or cross streets not 
under NTTA control.  Standard ground boxes and delineators shall be located at the ends of 
each crossing to mark the locations of the sleeves.  In addition, trace wire shall be provided 
along the length of each sleeve, with coiled ends of the wire terminated in ground boxes.    

Locations

Provisions for sleeves shall be made at planned landscape focus areas.  The section engineer 
may need to determine approximate locations of these sleeves if the landscape and irrigation 
consultants are not under contract.  While general guidance for the sleeve locations can be 
provided, procedures for each focus area will vary.  Sleeve locations should follow the likely 
route of irrigation mains from the most likely source of public water to each of the intersection 
quadrants and the center median.  This routing should avoid crossing under retaining walls 
and should not depend on hanging irrigation piping from under bridges.  

Special Conditions

It may be determined that sleeving must cross under or through the base of a retaining wall.  To 
minimize excavation behind the wall by the irrigation contractor, these sleeves should include 
a large radius sweep to allow for future irrigation pipe placement behind the wall with a vertical 
riser extending up to a ground box.  It is very important that any vertical sleeves be installed at 
the time that the wall is constructed. (Refer to NTTA standard sheet IRS-001(1)-2008)
  

Depth and Length

The depth of fi nal sleeve installation shall be determined by the section engineer, but shall allow no less 
than four feet of cover from the paving surface to the top of sleeve.  Sleeving must extend beyond the 
paving structure a distance of at least fi ve feet.  At locations that will have a moisture barrier extending 
beyond the roadway paving the section engineer shall provide additional sleeve length to clear the 
moisture barrier.  Additional sleeve length shall also be provided to clear future roadway widening by at 
least fi ve feet.           
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Irrigation - Sleeving for Irrigation System

Sleeving for Irrigation System (Included in Irrigation Plans)

Overview

Sleeving is needed to allow installation of irrigation piping and control wiring under pavements.  
Irrigation plans shall indicate the locations of existing sleeving and other sleeving needed for the 
irrigation system.  Roadway pavements are typically built before the irrigation construction begins.  
This requires the use of horizontal drilling techniques to install irrigation sleeving under the existing 
pavement. 

Materials

Sleeving installed by horizontal drilling methods can be either Schedule 80 PVC pipe or thick walled 
HDPE piping.  HDPE sleeving is the preferred material when placing sleeving by horizontal drilling.  
Each crossing typically includes a 6 inch sleeve for irrigation piping and a 4” sleeve for control wiring.  
Different sleeve types may be required at crossings under frontage roads or cross streets not under 
NTTA control. 

Locations

Provisions for sleeves shall be made at planned landscape focus areas.  While general guidance for 
the sleeve locations can be provided, the procedure for each focus area will vary.  Sleeve locations 
shall follow the likely route of irrigation mains from the most likely source of public water to each of 
the intersection quadrants and the center median.  This routing should avoid crossing under retaining 
walls and should not depend on hanging irrigation piping from under bridges.  

Depth and Length

The depth of sleeves installed by horizontal drilling shall be deeper than sleeving placed by open 
trench to ensure that the procedures involved in the drilling do not cause defl ection (heaving or 
settling) of the paving structure above.  

The depths of sleeving installed by boring shall allow for a minimum of six feet of cover at ramps and 
at the outside edge of mainlane shoulders, a minimum of ten feet of cover at mainlane roadways 
and a minimum of four feet of cover at frontage roads.  These depths are subject to change by the 
NTTA.
    

Sleeving must extend beyond the paving structure a distance of at least fi ve feet.  At locations that 
have a moisture barrier extending beyond the roadway paving, additional sleeve length shall be 
provided to clear the moisture barrier.  Consideration should also be given to providing additional 
sleeve length to clear future roadway widening.  This additional length for widening may be installed 
by open trench methods after boring is completed.      
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Notes:
Locate sleeves beyond retaining wall limits1. 
Locate sleeve near taps and as space allows between frontage road and walls.2. 
Provide sleeves at cross streets where possible.3. 
Provide alternative sleeves to allow tap location option4. 
Sleeve locations away from walls generally 200 feet - 400 feet from intersection.5. 
Provide sleeve under bridge. (typically has riprap paving)6. 
Ground boxes to have NTTA irrigation labels.• 

Landscape
Irrigation - Prototypical Underpass Sleeving Diagram
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Irrigation - Prototypical Overpass Sleeving Diagram
Notes:

Locate sleeves beyond retaining wall limits1. 
Locate sleeve near taps and as space allows between frontage road and walls.2. 
Provide sleeves at cross streets where possible.3. 
Provide alternative sleeves to allow tap location option4. 
Sleeve locations away from walls generally 200 feet - 400 feet from intersection.5. 
Provide sleeve with sweeps and risers for control wiring. (where cross street sleeves 6. 
cannot be provided)
Ground boxes to have NTTA irrigation labels.• 




